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SC 473 HARDY, Nathaniel

1 folder. 7 items. 1836-1838, 1938. Typescripts.

1972.28.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 473 HARDY, Nathaniel 1836-1838, 1938

Typed copies of letters written by Nathaniel Hardy of Louisville to his sister, Caroline Weston of Massachusetts, which relate family news and personal views about slavery, temperance and steamboat travel. Also, letter written by Caroline Sherrill to J.E. Hardy pertaining to these early letters and containing some family history written by a descendant in 1938.

1 folder. 7 items. Typescripts.

1972.28.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Genealogy – Hardy family
Inland water transportation
Rivers – Travel – Steamboats, 1838
Slavery – Comments about, 1836
Steamboats, 1838
Temperance – Comments about, 1836
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